
WISEdata Release Notes: 9/25/18 
 

Title Description/Comments 

EdCred: Modified Ed-Fi vendor subscription 

options and display 

We modified the Ed-Fi Credentials application 

with different column names and an 

improved set of SIS vendor subscription 

options to accommodate more specialized 

vendors. Having a clearer display and 

increased subscriptions could save each 

districts a half hour of time in setup. We also 

updated the columns in the vendor view to 

be consistent. 

WDP: Modified text for rules 6732 and 6727 Errors 6732 (referencing prior school year 

error 6727) and Error 6578 have updated 

short text, so users are able to immediately 

see the instructions they should follow. 

Seeing more information up front will save 

each user resolving these errors 5-10 

minutes. 

EdCred: Ability to unsubscribe and/or modify 

vendor access even if L1s present 

We made changes to the Ed-Fi Credential 

application to allow admins to unsubscribe 

and/or modify SIS vendor access even if there 

are linked L1 validation messages. 

Career Education: CTE Export for Participants 

and Concentrators 

We resolved a couple issues in order to 

release a new CTE Export for Participants and 

Concentrators. You can find the export from 

the Exports page in the WISEdata Portal. 

Reviewing the submitted Participants and 

Concentrators against what you have in your 

SIS will help ensure CTE students are 

reported correctly to DPI. 

WDP: Bug Fix--Rule 6655 working properly. We had two issues with L2 rule 6655: 1) it 

was showing up even when it shouldn't and 

2) Wrong enrollment date displayed on the 



message grid. These issues have been 

resolved, and the rule works properly now. 

WDP: Logic change for rule 6792 We previously encountered issues with the 

way rule 6792 returned results, so we 

modified the logic to work better for the rule. 

WDP: New rule 6797 We implemented new validation warning 

6797: Use the alternative course codes from 

18-19 school year. 

WDP: New rule 6798 We implemented new validation warning 

6798: Do not use deprecated course codes. 

WDP: Bug Fix--Rule 6711 works properly. We fixed a bug for validation 6711 where 

checking for multiple enrollment records 

wasn’t working. 

WDP: Bug Fix--DOC and DHS appear as 

agency options. 

In the WISEdata Portal, we had a bug where 

one couldn’t change the agency to DHS or 

DOC. This issue was resolved, so now DOC 

and DHS appear as agencies. 

WDP: Updates to align literacy and 

proficiency labels on the Expected Transfer 

page with Student Details page 

We updated labels on the Expected Transfer 

screen to be consistent with the new ELP 

labels elsewhere in the WISEdata Portal. 

Literacy Proficiency levels from the Expected 

Transfer screen were removed. Additionally, 

on the Expected Transfer screen, we changed 

'DPI Composite Proficiency Level' to 'ACCESS 

for ELLs Overall Composite Proficiency Level 

Score (Prior Year)' to match the Student 

Detail page. We also removed Literacy score 

from the Student Details screen. 

WDP: Attendance Export includes enrollment 

entry and exit dates. 

As requested by UserVoice, the Attendance 

Export now includes the Enrollment start and 

end (entry & exit) dates, so users can 

compare those dates to the actual and 

possible attendance days. You will be able to 

https://crmportal.dpi.wi.gov/article?id=faea058a-1cb5-e811-80e6-005056847c52
https://crmportal.dpi.wi.gov/article?id=01a69db4-1ab5-e811-80e6-005056847c52


spot potential errors in your SIS where there 

is a large discrepancy, which could save 

districts about an hour of time for each 

thorough review of attendance data. 

WDP: Exports page sorts download options.  Completing another UserVoice request, we 

have sorted the WISEdata Portal Export 

options by 'Category Type' and then by 

'Export Type'. This sorting will save you a few 

minutes of time and minimize the challenge 

of hunting for the export you want. 

WDP: Removed Programs from LEA Home 

Page for Choice schools 

On the LEA Home Page of the WISEdata 

Portal, we removed 'Programs' from Step 1 

and Step 2 for Choice schools. They also no 

longer appear as a panel when the user drills 

into Step 1 or Step 2. 

WDP: Added Grade Level info to Student 

Details Prior Year Enrollments 

We added Grade Level to the Prior Year 

Enrollments section of the WISEdata Portal 

Student Details page, so users aren't 

confused about which enrollment they are 

viewing. 

New and/or Updated Documentation ● English Language Proficiency data 

element page: major re-work 

● Overall Composite Proficiency Level 

Score (Prior Year): major re-work, 

including data element name change 

(formerly Composite English 

Proficiency Level) 

● DOC Uncommon students page: 
Added Parent in Military as required 

● L1 KBAs: 100046-100059 

● Section 504: Reworded FAQ on 

collection for DOC/DHS 

● Created event in WD calendar for 

ACCESS for ELLs Roster Deadline 

https://dpi.wi.gov/wise/data-elements/elp
https://dpi.wi.gov/wise/data-elements/elp
https://dpi.wi.gov/wise/data-elements/composite-english-proficiency-level
https://dpi.wi.gov/wise/data-elements/composite-english-proficiency-level
https://dpi.wi.gov/wisedata/help/portal/uncommon-students/doc-students
https://dpi.wi.gov/wise/data-elements/section504


● Parent in Military data element page: 
added FAQ items & See also resource 

links 

● Created CTE Concentrator data 

element page 

● Updates in verbiage to Visa Types 

page 

 

https://dpi.wi.gov/wise/data-elements/parent-in-military
https://dpi.wi.gov/wise/data-elements/cte-concentrator
https://dpi.wi.gov/wise/data-elements/cte-concentrator
https://dpi.wi.gov/wise/data-elements/visatype

